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Research Objective

Investigating the electromagnetic (EM) field around a vertical metallic waveguide by
performing numerical Finite-Differences Time-Domain (FDTD) simulation studies.

Background

Guided ground-penetrating radar (GPR) waves
Yield highly resolved velocity-distributions. In this application, a metal
waveguide is sequentially lowered in a borehole. The GPR pulse couples to the
waveguide and is reflected at its lower end (fig. 1).

FDTD simulations
For the 3D simulations the open source software gprMax is used. The FDTD
Method employs finite differences as approximations to the spatial and temporal
derivatives in Maxwell’s equations (see Taflove et al.).

Methodology: Guided GPR Waves

Figure 1: Sketch of GPR sounding with guided waves.

Also the 3D model used for simulation.

Figure 2: Sample B-scan: guided wave +

multiples. Data from test-site Schillerslage.

Antenna Adaptation in Air

Figure 3: Slice of the 400 MHz GSSI antenna model

Model size [x y z]
30 × 30 × 17.8 [cm]

Bowties & shield
Perfect electric
conductors (PEC)

Absorber parameters
εr = 1.2, σ = 0.59 [S/m]
µr = 1

PCB parameters
εr = 1, σ = 0 [S/m]
µr = 1 Figure 4: 2D sketch of

model domain
Figure 5: Feed input pulse Figure 6: Measured vs. simulated (Y-component) trace. Metal plate at 1.5 m.

Simulation Results

Figure 7: Simulated E-field propagation with time.

Bottom right figure → trace (Y-component) in

half-space domain.
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Outlook
•Analyze field distribution → sensitive volume for
different underground models
•Velocity analysis of the reflected wave from the
waveguide at different depths
→ determine soil permittivities & soil moisture

Conclusion
•A 3D antenna model was successfully implemented and
optimized. → Good correlation to measured data.
•The guided wave field strength decays rapidly with distance
to the waveguide.
→ With εr = 9, first estimate of a "skin depth" of ≈ 7 cm.
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